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Abstract: In recent years, Event-based social network (EBSN) applications, such as Meetup and
DoubanEvent, have received popularity and rapid growth. They provide convenient online platforms
for users to create, publish, and organize social events, which will be held in physical places.
Additionally, they not only support typical online social networking facilities (e.g., sharing comments
and photos), but also promote face-to-face offline social interactions. To provide better service
for users, Context-Aware Recommender Systems (CARS) in EBSNs have recently been singled
out as a fascinating area of research. CARS in EBSNs provide the suitable recommendation to
target users by incorporating the contextual factors into the recommendation process. This paper
provides an overview on the development of CARS in EBSNs. We begin by illustrating the
concept of the term context and the paradigms of conventional context-aware recommendation
process. Subsequently, we introduce the formal definition of an EBSN, the characteristics of EBSNs,
the challenges that are faced by CARS in EBSNs, and the implementation process of CARS in EBSNs.
We also investigate which contextual factors are considered and how they are represented in the
recommendation process. Next, we focus on the state-of-the-art computational techniques regarding
CARS in EBSNs. We also overview the datasets and evaluation metrics for evaluation in this research
area, and discuss the applications of context-aware recommendation in EBSNs. Finally, we point out
research opportunities for the research community.
Keywords: context-aware recommendation; event-based social networks; recommender systems;
contextual factors; computing techniques
1. Introduction
With the popularity of social networks and developments of wireless technology [1–3], event-based
social networks (EBSNs) platforms, such as Meetup (www.meetup.com), Plancast (www.plancast.com)
and Douban Event (www.douban.com), are growing up quickly in recent years. They are changing
the people’s way of life, leisure, and entertainment. The main goal of such platforms is facilitating
online users to create, distribute, organize, manage, and register offline social events, so as to help users
with the same interests participate in their common interested events. The events here could be formal
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activities, like academic meetings and business exhibitions, or informal get-togethers, like dining out and
movies night.
EBSNs generate a large number of new events and new online groups every day. For example,
till July 2020, Meetup.com has more than 44 million users and 330,000 groups in 190 countries and
2000 cities worldwide, and more than 84,000 Meetup events are held per week [4]. Through EBSNs,
event organizers hope to recruit more participant, while ordinary users expect to attend more
interesting events. However, faced with the massive information in EBSNs, it becomes increasingly
difficult for users to find their favorite events or online groups. Therefore, it is necessary to study
effective approaches to recommender systems in EBSNs.
In recent years, Context-Aware Recommender Systems (CARS) have become one of the most
active research areas in recommender systems in EBSNs. It is important to incorporate the contextual
information into the recommendation process. For example, when incorpating the temporal context,
an outdoor meetup event recommendation in the winter will be different from the one in the summer.
In the winter, the system may recommend users to go skiing, while, in the summer, the system will
recommend them to go swimming or rafting. There are mainly two advantages for CARS in EBSNs:
firstly, the recommendation task in EBSNs faces a serious cold-start problem, which is, events in
EBSNs have short life time and candidate events are new events that have little or no trace of historical
attendance. Additionally, there only exists implicit feedback information, i.e., users do not rate the
events explicitly. Traditional approaches, like collaborative filtering methods, are not suitable for this
scenario. Incorporating the contextual information, such as time, location into recommending process
helps to alleviate the cold-start problem. Secondly, users make their decisions under certain contextual
circumstances, so considering relevant contextual information when making recommendations helps
to acquire more accurate prediction of the users’ preferences.
In this paper, we provide a literature review of papers published since 2012 regarding CARS in
EBSNs. The concrete objectives of this paper are as follows:
• Identify the contextual factors and summarize their representation methods;
• Classify the techniques for incorporating contextual factors to make recommendations in EBSNs;
• Scrutinize the datasets and the major methods used for evaluating the CARS in EBSNs;
• Summarize the specific applications of the context-aware recommendation approaches in
EBSNs; and,
• Point out the promising future directions in this research area.
The rest of the paper is organized, as follows. In Section 2, we give a quick overview of the
concept of context and the approaches used in conventional CARS. In Section 3, we first scrutinize
contextual factors that are used for CARS in EBSNs and investigate how they are modeled in these
works. Subsequently, we overview the techniques used for adopting contextual information to make
recommendations. In Section 4, we discuss the selection of datasets and the evaluation metrics used for
CARS in EBSNs. Next, in Section 5, we introduce the applications of context-aware recommendation
in EBSNs. In Section 6, we point out the future research directions to guide the follow-up work and
Section 7 is the conclusion of the survey.
2. Background
2.1. Context-Aware Recommender Systems
Because of the complexity and the broadness of the context concept, it has no unique definition
across different disciplines. One widely used definition is given by Dey, as follows [5]: “Context is any
information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, a place,
or an object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including
the user and applications themselves”. Contexts can be classified into representational contexts and
interactional contexts [6]. Representational contexts are defined as a predefined set of observable
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attributes, the structure of which does not change significantly over time. In contrast, interactional
contexts are assumed to be underlying and unobservable. The structure of interactional context may
change over time. Additionally, there exists a bidirectional relationship between users’ activities and
interactional contexts, which means that they will influence with each other.
The conventional recommender systems work on estimating the rating function
R: User× Item→ Rating, once the function is estimated, the highest-rated items will be recommended
for each user. CARS try to incorporate contextual information into conventional user-item space and
its main task is to predict the rating function R: User× Item× Context→ Rating. Because the search
space is muti-dimensional, it becomes computationally expensive. The challenge of CARS is to acquire
user preferences in different contextual situations.
According to the phase when contextual information is incorporated, a context-aware
recommendation process can take one of the following three paradigms [7]:
(1) Contextual pre-filtering. In this paradigm, contextual information is used for data selection or
data construction. Subsequetly, ratings can be predicted using any traditional Two-dimensional (2D)
recommender system on the selected data.
(2) Contextual post-filtering. In this paradigm, contextual information is initially ignored,
and any traditional 2D recommender system could be used on the entire data to predict the ratings.
Subsequently, the recommendation result is adjusted by using the contextual information.
(3) Contextual modeling. In this paradigm, contextual information is directly incorporated in the
recommendation model as an explicit predictor of a user’s rating for an item.
2.2. Context-Aware Recommender Systems in EBSNs
The definition of an EBSN is first given by Liu et al. in [8], which is, as follows: an EBSN
is a heterogeneous network G =< U , Aon, Ao f f >, where U represents the set of users (vertices)
with |U | = n, Aon stands for the set of online social interactions (arcs), and Ao f f denotes the set
of offline social interactions (arcs). The online social interactions of an EBSN form an online social
network Gon =< U , Aon >, and the offline interactions of an EBSN compose an offline social network
Go f f =< U , Ao f f >. Figure 1 shows the structure of an EBSN. In the figure, the events could
be informal get-togethers, such as attending cocktail parties, going on a picnic, playing football,
and watching movies, and they could also be formal activities, such as technical conferences and
business meetings.
Note that the offline events are the events that will be held in physical places. To facilitate people
organize or attend offline events, the event-based online social services provide online platforms.
Through the platforms, organizers could create and publish events, and interested users could register
these events and then meet with each other face-to-face in physical places. Therefore, the online events
are the same as the offline events.
Figure 1. Structure of an event-based social network (EBSN).
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The entities in EBSNs include users, events, and online groups. Different from other social
networks, EBSNs have following characteristics:
• Implicit feedback. In EBSNs, there are no explicit ratings provided by users. Users express their
willingness to participate in an event by RSVP with “yes” (RSVP is the French expression which
means “please respond”). Because users who reply with “yes” are more likely to participate in the
event than those who reply with “no” or do not answer, most of the existing works take the users
with “yes” reply as the users who participated in the event offline.
• Short life time. Different from traditional items, like books, music, or movies, events in EBSNs
have short life cycle. Once an event started or finished, it makes no sense to recommend it to users.
Event recommendation is only valid after the event is created and before the event starts.
• Regular spatio-temporal patterns. Liu et al. [8] found that the occurrence of events shows a regular
temporal pattern. For example, in every weekday, there is a small spike around 14:00 in the
afternoon, followed by a higher spike at 20:00 in the evening; events on weekends are relatively
evenly distributed throughout the day; events are mainly located in urban areas.
• Participation in groups. In EBSNs, users tend to participate in offline events together as a group [9].
For example, people often meet up to go to movies, take part in sports, or attend concerts.
Therefore, groups of users become an important target for event organizers to be invited in order
to participate in events.
• Diverse contexts. An EBSN contains a variety of context information, such as event context,
user context, online group context, etc. For example, event context includes textual description,
event topic, start time, geographic location, etc.; group context includes group label, semantics, etc.
Besides, there also exist social contexts between users and groups. These rich context information
provides effective support for EBSN recommendation.
• Multiple relations. There are various types of entities in EBSNs, such as online groups, users,
events, locations, and hosts, etc. There exist multiple relations between these entities.
By employing the abundant contexts in EBSNs, CARS can help to find users’ preference for items
accurately, alleviate the data sparsity problem that is caused by insufficient user feedback, and address
the new event cold start problem that is brought by the short life time of events. However, CARS in
EBSNs are faced with several challenges, as follows:
• Mining different types of contexts. There are abundant contexts in EBSNs. Although some types
of contexts, such as time and location, have been considered in the recommendation, more types
of contexts that may have impacts on users’ decision are to be discovered.
• Measuring the influences of contexts. Different types of contexts have different impacts on users’
preferences. For example, the context of companion may be more important than the context of
weather in a user’s decision on watching a movie. Effective approaches need to be developed to
measure the influences of various contexts.
• Incorporating contexts in the recommendation process. A traditional recommender system has
a data record of the form <user, item, rating>. In contrast, CARS have the record of the form
<user, item, context, rating>, where context is an additional dimension and may consist of any
number of contexts. There are different methods of incorporating contexts in the process of
recommendation. Additionally, dimensionality reduction is an issue that needs to be addressed.
The existing context-aware recommendation process in EBSNs generally takes the third paradigm,
i.e., contextual modeling paradigm. The process includes the following four components:
(1) Collecting contexts: contextual information can either be explicitly introduced by the user,
or implicitly be collected from the sensors of the user’s device or from other sources;
(2) Representing contexts: there are different methods to represent the collected contextual data.
One of the widely used representations is the hierarchical model, which organizes the contexts by
hierarchical structures like trees;
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(3) Incorporating contexts: how to incorporate context into the recommendation process depends
on the computational techniques utilized. In this process, the key problem is to identify the user’s
preferences which is sensitive to the change of contexts; and,
(4) Making recommendation: the most suitable recommendation results are proposed to the target
user in a given contexts considering the history of contextual preference of the user. Figure 2 shows
the process of context-aware recommendation in EBSNs.
In Figure 2, the rectangular vertices represent the components that we mentioned above.
The cylindrical vertex labeled “contextual information” represents the database that contains the
context data in EBSNs. The cylindrical vertex labeled “User feedbacks for items” represents the
database that contains the feedback data of users for the items they interacted in the past. The vertex
labeled ”Recommendation results” represents the recommended list of items for the target users.
Figure 2. Process of context-aware recommendation in EBSNs.
3. Context-Aware Recommendation Models in EBSNs
3.1. Contextual Factors Used
In this section, we summarize the different types of contexts that are used to enhance
recommendations in EBSNs and how they are extracted and represented in recommendation models
in the previous works. The major contextual factors include text content factor, temporal factor, spatial
factor, and social factor.
3.1.1. Text Content Contextual Factor
The content of an event is usually described in the form of a textual document. Usually,
the content documents of all events are gathered to constitute a corpus, and the natural language
processing techniques are utilized in order to map each word in the corpus into a vector. The most
widely used techniques in literature are: Term-Frequency-Inverse-Document-Frequency (TF-IDF) [10],
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [11], Glove [12], and Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) [13]. Next, we review the related work to understand how to model the text content factor.
Gu et al. [14] extracted content feature from the introductions of events by using TF-IDF method,
which represents each event by a vector. A user is represented by a vector by summing the vectors
of all the events that (s)he has attended. Additionally, a user’s content preference for an event is
measured by computing the cosine similarity between the user vector and event vector.
TF-IDF is a traditional count-based embedding method that creates word vectors that have the
same length as the size of the vocabulary. One of its limitations is that it results in high-dimensional
vectors that redundantly encode similar information along many dimensions. Learning-based
embedding methods [15], such as Glove [12], Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) learn word vectors
that have a much lower dimension, and the representation vectors, are learned by maximizing an
objective for a specific learning task, for example, predicting a word based on texts. In [16], the textual
description for an event is represented as word embedding vectors by the Glove model, which has
proven to be computationally efficient as compared to count-based vectors.
With the assumption that the users’ preferences on future events rely on underlying topics rather
than word descriptions, Du et al. [17] used the LDA technique to represent the textual document
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of each event as a vector, which represents the probability distribution over latent topics. The idea
of LDA is that a document is the mixture of topics, where a topic is a probability distribution over
words. Subsequently, the content similarity between two events could be computed based on the
Jensen–Shannon (JS) distance [18]. Additionally, the content preference of a user to a candidate event
is obtained by considering the attenuation degree of the user’s interests and the content similarity
between the candidate event and each event that the user has attended in the past. Yuan et al. [19] also
used the LDA to learn topics from the textual content of events. Additionally, the similarity between
two events is measured by the standard cosine similarity between the vectors of the two events.
Du et al. [20] noticed that the classic topic model LDA may not infer topics with high quality from
sparse corpuses, where each document is very short. Additionally, they also found that the events held
by the same organizer may have more similar content than those that are held by distinct organizer.
Therefore, they extended the classic topic model to discover content topics from both organizers and
textual content of events in order to alleviate the sparseness problem of textual content.
In recent years, deep learning techniques have been used to effectively exploit contextual features
from contents. Wang et al. [21] utilized CNN to capture the contextual information of description
documents of events and integrated it with Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF) model for accurate
rating prediction. CNN is well suited to detecting spatial substructure and creating meaningful spatial
substructure as a result.
Different from the above methods, Yin et al. [22] represented the content textual document of
an event as a set of word nodes in an event-word bipartite graph. For each content word, there is
an edge between the event and the word. Additionally, the standard TF-IDF is used to compute the
edge weight. Subsequently, a graph-based embedding algorithm is developed in order to embed
the bipartite graph into a low-dimension latent space, in which each event node is represented by a
low-dimension vector, which captures the event’s semantic information.
3.1.2. Temporal Contextual Factor
The temporal contextual factor that is considered in the literature in EBSNs is related to the start
time of an event. Because the crawled data on these temporal contextual information take the form of
continuous timestamps, it is necessary to discretize them beforehand, so that they can be mapped into
the feature vectors conveniently. A frequently used method is to map the timestamps into discrete
time slots. We overview the related methods in the literature, as follows.
Du et al. [17] found that the users’ behavior shows strong daily and weekly periodical patterns.
Therefore, they introduced two temporal factors: the day of the week factor and the hour of the day
factor. The day of the week factor represents which day of the week when the user attended an event.
Additionally, the day of the week preference of a user is computed by the sum of content similarity
between the candidate event and each past event of the user that is held on the same weekday as the
candidate event. The hour of the day factor represents which hour of the day when the user attended
an event. Similarly, the hour of the day preference of a user is also computed by a weighted sum
of content similarity between the candidate event and each past event of the user, but the weight is
computed by utilizing a Gauss formula and the weight value is inversely proportional to the time
interval between the two events.
Macedo et al. [23] assumed that users who attended events in the past at certain days of the
week and at certain hours of the day will likely attend events with a similar temporal profile in the
future. Accordingly, they represented each event as a 7× 24 dimensional vector in the space of all
possible days of the week and hours of the day, with a vector component set to one whenever the
event happened at that particular day and hour. Additionally, each user is represented as the average
of the events that (s)he attended in the past. The temporal score for a user and a candidate event is
computed as the cosine between their vector representations.
Gu et al. [14] represented each event as a 7× 4 dimensional vector in the space of all possible
days of the week and time regions of the day. The four time regions are morning, afternoon, evening,
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and night. Accordingly, each user is represented as the average vector of the events that (s)he has
attended in the past. Additionally, the temporal contextual feature is computed by the time similarity
between the user and the event, which is based on the cosine function.
Yin et al. [22] defined 33 time slots according to three different temporal periodicity scales,
i.e., hours of a day, days of a week, and weekday types. The 33 time slots includes 24 h slots, seven
day slots, and two time slots that indicate weekday and weekend. For example, “2020-07-31 20:00”
corresponds to three time slots: 20:00, Friday, and weekday. Because they adopted a graph-based
embedding model, the above time slots are denoted as 33 time nodes in an event-time bipartite
graph. Additionally, if an event is held at time t, then there are edges between the event node and the
corresponding three time slot nodes. By utilizing the graph-based embedding algorithm, each time
slot node will be embedded to a low-dimension vector.
Wang and Tang [24] also divided the timestamps to several time slots. Furthermore,
the recommendation results of using various temporal patterns are compared in their experiments.
There are four total temporal patterns compared, which are weekday-hour (e.g., three (day of the week),
2:00–3:00), day-hour (e.g., 21 (day of the month), 2:00–3:00), month-weekday-hour (e.g., 3 April (day of
the week), 2:00–3:00), and month-day-hour patterns (e.g., 21 April (day of the month), 2:00–3:00).
The result of experiments indicates that the weekday-hour pattern achieves the best performance,
which indicates that people’s behaviors exhibit stronger temporal cyclic patterns in a week than in
a month.
Different from above works, Pham et al. [25] employed the multivariate Markov chain model in
order to solve the recommendation problems in EBSNs. As for temporal factors, they considered the
time duration (in days) between two successive events of each user. They found that most users take
part in events with a weekly periodic schedule (i.e., weekly periodic patterns). To exploit the patterns
of user behaviors, they constructed a new type of nodes, called session node. Specifically, if a user u
has joined an event in day d of a week (e.g., Saturday), then a session node s(u, d) is created and linked
to that event. Subsequently, session nodes are employed in order to exploit the correlations between
events. For example, events that are connected to the same session node are considered to be similar to
each other. In addition to that, the authors believe that recent events tend to be more important than
earlier ones, and theu defined the weight of an event to be reversely proportional to the time difference
(in days) between the event and the last event.
3.1.3. Spatial Contextual Factor
Incorporating the influence of spatial contextual context has been a hot topic in the research of
recommendation systems [26,27]. The crawled location data of events takes the form of geographic
coordinates, denoting where the events are held. We overview the related methods, as follows.
Du et al. [17] noticed that the likelihood of a user attending an event decreases as the distance
between the user’s location and the event’s location increases. Therefore, the user’s spatial preference
for a candidate event is computed by the weighted sum of the content similarity between the candidate
event and each past event of the user, where the weight value is inversely proportional to the distance
between the two events.
Qiao et al. [28] found that most of the events were located around centers and concentration areas.
They used the k-means algorithm to cluster all events to obtain the k regions, where the geographical
feature of each event is denoted as a binary variant (latitude, longitude). Subsequently, the Gaussian
distribution is used to model the relationship between the events and the regions. Additionally,
the probability of an event belonging to a region could be computed. Lastly, the probability is
employed as the weight value to compute the weighted user rating w.r.t. each region.
Gu et al. [14] defined two kinds of spatial contextual features: distance between user and event;
location preference. The geographical distance of the home location of the user and the location of the
event is computed by the widely used metric "the great-circle distance", which is the shortest distance
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on the surface of the Earth. The location preference of a user is the weighted sum of the distance
between the event and each past event attended by the user.
Yin et al. [22] transformed the continuous spatial information into a set of discrete regions using
DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) based on the geographic
coordinates of events. Additionally, an event-location bipartite graph is constructed, in which an event
node and a region node are connected if the event is held in the region. Subsequently, a graph-based
embedding algorithm is employed in order to embed each region node to a low-dimension vector.
Wang and Tang [24] split the city into even grid cells according to coordinates, and each grid that
spans 0.13 km corresponds to a location. Subsequently, the location of each event is represented by a
one-hot vector, which will be combined with other feature vectors to be fed into a neural network in
order to predict the users’ preferences.
Macedo et al. [23] used a kernel-based density estimation approach in order to model the mobility
patterns of users as distributions of geographic distances between the attended events. The geographic
preferences of a given user are then represented by the sum of all Gaussian distributions centered at
each lan-long coordinate of event. Aditionally, the candidate events are scored based on their distances
to the events attended by the target user in the past.
Du et al. [20] employed a probability generative model to model the generative process of a group.
To model the influence of spacial contextual factor, the model associates each venue with venue topics,
which indicates some latent features of venues, such as the ticket price facility and capacity. Specifically,
a venue topic in CVTM is represented by a multinomial distribution over venues and used to model
group members’ interests on venues.
Pramanik et al. [16] obtained two types of information associated with each venue: qualitative
information, which includes reviews and tips posted for the venue; quantitative information which
indicates the venue category and services that are available at that venue (such as WiFi, parking).
The qualitative information of a venue is modeled as a vector by using the Glove tool. The quantitative
information of a venue is represented by concatenating the one-hot vectors of category and services of
the venue. Subsequently, the two types of vectors are respectively passed through a deep learning
module that embeds them into a latent embedding space. Finally, the two lower dimension latent
representations of qualitative vector and quantitative vector are concatenated to obtain a unified
representation for the venue.
3.1.4. Social Contextual Factor
Social contexts refer to the various relationships among users. They can be the relationship
between event hosts and the event participants, the friendships between users, or the memberships
between a group and its members. We overview the related works, as follows.
Du et al. [17] focused on the influence of event hosts in Douban Events. The authors believed
that the hosts usually play much more important roles in a user’s attendance decision than ordinary
followers, because the hosts can recommend event to its followers and users tend to attend events
hosted by an influential host. The authors defined two types of social relationships between the user
and the host: following relationship which represents whether the user follows the host; preferring
relationship which represents whether the user attended the events that were hosted by the host.
Finally, the user’s social preference for a candidate event is computed by the weighted sum of the
content similarity between the candidate event and each past event of the user, where the weight value
is computed based on the above relationships.
Qiao et al. [28] modeled the heterogeneous social relationship between users. The offline
relationship between users is modeled based on the co-participation of events. The more events
they attended, the closer their relationship is. Additionally, they also modeled the online relationship
between users based on the co-participation of online social groups. Similarly, the more groups that
they participated, the closer they became. Because the author employed the matrix factorization model
for recommendation, the influence of social factor is modeled as the social regularization term of
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the objective function, which assumes that the preference of a user is close to the weighted average
preference of his friends. Additionally, the strength of online and offline social relationships is used to
compute the above weight.
Macedo et al. [23] incorporated the influence of groups, which promotes the events. They considered
two kinds of relations: user-group relations; group-event relations. User-group relations denote the
interactions between users and the groups they are affiliated to. Additionally, group-event relations
denote the interactions between groups and events created by them. By utilizing the two kinds of relations
conjointly, users that are affiliated to the same or similar groups are prone to attend the same events
created by these groups. Additionally, the Multi-Relational Factorization with Bayesian Personalized
Ranking method is employed in order to model these relations. Once the model is learned, users and
events will be represented by latent vectors that encode the influence of the two relations.
To help users simultaneously find their interested events and suitable partners, Yin et al. [22]
utilized the potential friendship. That is, if two users have attended the same event, they may be
friends. Additionally, the weight on the edge linking the two user nodes in the user-user graph is
proportional to the number of their commonly attended events. To make the learned users’ vectors
capture the social dimension, the social user-user graph is embedded into the same latent space with
user-event, event-word, event-location, and event-time graphs.
Liao et al. [9] utilized the potential trust relationship of a user to obtain the user’s preference for
the unexperienced events. The trust value of a user holds for another user depends on the similarity
between them and the social status of the trusted user. Based on the trust relationships among users,
random walks are performed in order to simulate the process of a user consulting with his/her friends
to obtain the opinions of their friends for the unexperienced events.
3.1.5. Summary of Contextual Factors
We summarize the main contextual factors and extraction or representation approaches, as shown
in Table 1. There are other contextual factors that are considered in the literature, such as the number
of events attended by the user in the past; the number of similar events the user has attended
with the candidate event; the number of RSVPs for the candidate event [14]; the social impacts of
events [29]; social network features, such as the link information and degree distributions [20,30];
participant influence [31]; relations of different types of entities [32,33]; image content [34]; surrounding
environment (such as brightness, noise, and obstacles) [35,36]; event capacities, spatio-temporal conflict,
and travel expenditure [37]; and, the participation lower bound [38].
In a summary, there are many contextual factors that are considered in the literature.
However, most of these contexts are predefined and static ones, i.e., representational contexts, few works
investigate interactional contexts that are complex, partially observable, and dynamic. Recent research
has shown that it is possible to model implicit contexts, such as the user’s intention. In [39], an attentional
intention-aware recommender system is proposed in order to predict category-wise future user intention
based on the recurrent neural network. Other recent works [40–42] have shown that considering
sequential contextual information can improve recommender performance, because sequences encode
the long and short-term preferences of the user. Besides, the problems, such as evaluating the relevance
of contextual information to the user preferences, modeling the correlation, and mutual influence
among various contextual factors, needs further investigation.
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Table 1. Summary of contextual factors used in Context-Aware Recommender Systems (CARS).
Contextual










the day of the week; the hour of day [17]
7× 24 dimensional vector in the space of all possible days of the
week and hours of the day [23]
7× 4 dimensional vector in the space of all possible days of the week
and time regions of the day [14]
33 time slots include 24 hour slots, 7 day slots, and 2 time slots
which indicate weekday and weekend. [22]
temporal patterns such as weekday-hour, month-weekday-hour,
day-hour, and month-day-hour patterns [24]
• a session node s(u, d)denotes that a user u has joined an event in day
d of a week (e.g., Saturday);
• time duration (in days) between two successive events of each user
[25]
Spatial factor
the distance between the user’s location and the event’s location [17]
k-means algorithm to obtain k regions [28]
obtain a set of discrete regions by using DBSCAN [22]
split the city into even grid cells according to coordinates [24]
a kernel-based density estimation approach is used to model the
mobility patterns of users as distributions of geographic distances
between the attended events
[23]
each venue is associated with venue topics, which are represented
by multinomial distributions over venues [20]
• textual reviews and tips of a venue are modeled as a vector by
using Glove tool;
• venue category and services of a venue are represented by sparse
one-hot vectors;
•multilayer perceptrons are used to obtain the venue representations
[16]
Social factor
two types of social relationships between the user and the host are
extracted to compute the social similarity between two events:
following relationship; preferring relationship
[17]
• the offline relationship between users is modeled based on the
co-participation of events;
• the online relationship between users based on the co-participation
of online social groups
[14,28]
• use-group relations denote the interactions between users and the
groups they are affiliated to;
• group-event relations denote the interactions between groups and
the events created by them
[23]
potential friendship: the edge linking the two user nodes in the
user-user graph, the weight on the edge is proportional to the number
of their commonly attended events.
[22]
potential trust relationship: computed by combining the similarity
between two users with the social status value of the trusted user [9]
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3.2. Computing Techniques about CARS in EBSNs
In this section, we take a brief review of computing techniques about CARS in EBSNs. Figure 3
gives the list of the techniques used in the literature. They are broadly classified into six mutually
disjunctive categories: Matrix Factorization (MF), Learning to Rank (LTR), Probabilistic Model (PM),
Graph-based Model (GBM), Deep Learning (DL), and Heuristic-based Algorithm (HBA).
Among them, MF is a fundamental technique in linear algebra that factorizes a large matrix
into a product of smaller matrices with specific properties. LTR takes the recommendation as a
ranking problem and employ learning algorithms to learn a ranking model, which will be finally
applied in order to sort the candidate items according to their relevance to users. PM addresses the
recommendation task based on probability and statistics theory. It uncovers the hidden patterns in
the data and uses them to summarize data and form predictions. GBM represents social networks as
graphs, and it employs graph learning methods to convert the recommendation task into a problem
of computing the convergency probabilities of nodes. DL is a sub field of machine learning that is
based on learning multiple layers of representations, typically by using artificial neural networks.
Through the layer hierarchy of a DL model, the higher-level concepts are defined from the lower-level
concepts. Finally, HBA represents the algorithm that is used to address NP-hard problem in the
recommendation task.
In the following Sections 3.2.1–3.2.6, we will describe these techniques in more detail. Additionally,
in Section 3.2.7, we summarize the principal characteristics of these techniques.
Figure 3. Layout of the techniques used in the literature.
3.2.1. Matrix Factorization
Matrix Factorization (MF) is a Latent Factor Model (LFM), which is generally effective at
estimating an overall structure hidden in the observations. The basic idea of matrix factorization is
decomposing a large matrix into smaller matrices with specific properties, with the goal of the original
matrix being retained when multiplying the smaller matrices. Representative MF methods include
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [45], Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [46], Probabilistic
Matrix Factorization (PMF) [47], Collective Matrix Factorization (CMF) [48], etc.
MF techniques are widely used in the CARS of movie, music, tourism, and restaurant, etc.
However, because recommendation in EBSNs is faced with serious cold-start problem, the classic
MF approaches, whose recommendation performance depends heavily on the sufficient historical
interactions between users and items, does not work well. To tackle this problem, approaches that
extend the classic MF are proposed. This section takes an overview of the usage of MF techniques
about CARS in EBSNs.
Qiao et al. [28] proposed an extended matrix factorization model to combine three types of
information, i.e., heterogeneous social relationships, geographical features of events, and implicit
rating data. Specifically, given a user ui and a candidate event ej, then the predicted ratings of ui on ej
is computed, as follows:
r̂(ui,ej) = λr̂1(ui,ej) + (1− λ)r̂2(ui,ej), (1)
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where λ is a hyperparameter to control the contribution of the two parts. Additionally, r̂1(ui,ej) is
obtained by using the classic matrix factorization model, as follows:
r̂1(ui,ej) = uTi ej, (2)
where ui, ej are the low-dimensional latent factor vectors of ui and ej, respectively. And r̂2(ui,ej) is the





ũTi gt pjt, (3)
where k is the number of regions where the events were held, ũ is a geography related low-dimensional
latent factor vector of ui, gt is a low-dimensional latent column vector of region dt, and pjt is the
probability of ej that belongs to dt.
Additionally, the heterogeneous social relationship are modeled as a social regularization
term of the objective function, which is based on the Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [49]
optimization criterion.
Du et al. [17] integrated the SVD model with a multi-factor neighborhood method to predict a
user’s rating for a candidate event. Figure 4 shows the framework of the model, which consists of
three components: the attendance matrix construction, the neighborhood discovering, and the event
attendance prediction. The attendance matrix construction is based on the current attendance of the
candidate event and the historical attendance of all the users. Neighborhood discovering considers
multiple contextual factors, including content, temporal, spatial, and social factors. Additionally,
the user’s attendance to the candidate event is predicted by combing the MF model with the
neighborhood based prediction model. The predicted rating of ui on ej is computed, as follows:
r̂(ui,ej) = uTi ej + |N (ui,ej; k)|
− 12 ∑
t∈N (ui,ej ;k)
αik(r(ui,et)− r̄ui ), (4)
where r̄ui is the mean of ratings of ui, αik is a parameter to be learned together with the MF model
parameters,N (ui,ej; k) is the set of k-nearest neighbors of ej. The selection of neighbors are determined
by the similarity between ej and each past event attended by ui. The computation of the similarity
considers the impact of five contextual features. Given a past event et that was attended by ui,
the similarity of et with the candidate event ej is computed, as follows:
Similaryui (ej, et) = λ1Cui (ej, et) + λ2Wui (ej, et) + λ3Hui (ej, et) + λ4Lui (ej, et) + λ5Sui (ej, et), (5)
where Cui (ej, et), Wui (ej, et), Hui (ej, et), Lui (ej, et), and Sui (ej, et) denote the similarity of between et and
ej with regard to event content, day of the week, hour of the day, event location, and the relationship
between the user and event host. λ1, . . . , λ5 represent the weights of above features, which are learned
in advance by using decision tree on the event attendance prediction issue.




(r(ui,ej)-r̂(ui,ej))2+λ ‖ ui ‖ + ‖ ej ‖, (6)
where D is the observation dataset and λ is the regularization parameter.
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Figure 4. Framework of SVD-MFN model.
Gu et al. [14] proposed a unified model that linearly combines the classic MF model with the linear
contextual features model. Specifically, the MF model is used to model implicit feedback of users on
events. Meanwhile, the linear contextual features model is used to model explicit contextual features,
like semantic, spatial, temporal, group, and social features. The final contextual feature between a user
and an event is represented as a feature vector by concatenating above contextual features together.
To recommend events for a given user, the rating of the user to each candidate event is computed,
and a sorted list of recommended events is generated by ranking the ratings.
All the approaches mentioned above obtained an improvement in the commendation performance.
However, because they are based on the classic MF model that performs poor when the interaction
data is sparse, the improvement on the performance is limited.
3.2.2. Learning to Rank
Instead of focusing on the prediction as a stepping stone to make recommendations, Learning to
Rank (LTR) takes the recommendation as a ranking problem and optimizes a model using a ranking
function. LTR is a kind of supervised machine learning technique that trains model in the ranking
tasks [50]. LTR techniques are categorized into three types [51]:
• Pointwise approach: it takes the positive and negative examples as the input and regards ranking
as a binary classification or regression problem;
• Pairwise approach: it cares about the relative order between users’ preferences on two items.
A loss function is defined on pairwise items, with the goal of minimizing the number of
miss-classified pairs; and,
• Listwise approach: it optimizes the ranking of the whole list to generate the optimal ordering.
In recommender systems, LTR is usually used as an optimization framework for other models,
such as MF, Bayesian latent factor model, neural networks, and graph-based model, etc.
Figure 5 shows the process of LTR-based recommendation. The training set includes the user-event
interaction records. Subsequently, a specific learning algorithm is utilized on the training set to learn a
ranking function f (u, e), where u, e denote a user and an event, respectively. In the test phase, given a
target user us, the ranking system employs the learned rank function to sort the candidate events
e1, e2, . . . , es and generates the recommendation list to us. From above illustration, we can see that LTR
is a kind of supervised learning model.
In above three types of LTR techniques, a pairwise approach, such as BPR, is the most often used
one. Just as we have mentioned in Section 3.2.1, Qiao et al. [28] combined the MF model with BPR for
event recommendation. Next, we illustrate how BPR is combined with MF in [28].
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Figure 5. Process of Learning to Rank (LTR)-based recommendation.
According to the BPR optimization criterion, the generic optimization criterion for personalized




(ui,,ej ,ek)∈(U ,E+ui ,E
−
ui )
P(r̂(ui,ej) > r̂(ui,ek)|Θ), (7)
where Θ is the parameter set of MF model, E+ui is the positive event set, including the events attended
by ui,, and the negative event set of the remaining events is denoted as E−ui . In order to incorporate the
online and offline social relationships into the model, a social regularization term is used, as follows:




βijui|0, σ2 I), (8)
where Con, Co f f are the predefined online social relationship matrix and offline social relationship matrix,
respectively. W is a predefined weight matrix that represents the confident weights in heterogenous social
relationships, in which the element βij indicates the strenghth of heterogenous relationship between ui
and uj. N denotes a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance-covariance matrix σ2I, where σ is
the prior parameter of the distribution and I is the identity matrix.
Finally, when considering the influence of the heterogeneous social relationship, the above generic
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where σui , σũi , σej , and σgt are the prior parameters of Gaussian distributions which are enforced on the
latent factor vectors ui, ũi, ej, and gt, respectively. The parameters are learned by using the stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) algorithm [52]. Once the parameters are learned, Equation (1) is used to predict
the score of ui for the new events. Additionally, the recommendation list can be generated according
to the scores.
Lu et al. [53] also combined a MF model with BPR with the aim of recommending groups to
users to join. The proposed model can jointly formulate three types of data: geographical information,
implicate user rating, and user behavior. Additionally, the BPR framework is used to define the
likelihood function. Li et al. [54] combined the Bayesian latent factor model with BPR to make friend
recommendation in EBSNs.
Tran et al. [33] proposed Medley of Sub-Attention Networks (MoSAN), a neural architecture for
the group recommendation task. MoSAN leverages BPR in order to optimize the pair-wise ranking
between the positive and negative events.
Liao et al. [31] proposed an event recommendation model that was based on Poisson factorization
and BPR optimization criterion when considering the participant influence.
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Du et al. [55] proposed a group event recommendation framework GERF based on learning-to-
rank technique. They proposed a novel learning-to-rank algorithm, called Bayesian Group Ranking
(BGR), for the group event recommendation task. Particularly, they defined the ranking model of each
group as a linear function of the feature vector of each group-event pair. The parameters of ranking
model are estimated based on the optimization criterion of Bayesian personalized ranking.
Instead of using the pairwise ranking approach, Macedo et al. [23] used a listwise learning
algorithm, which directly optimizes the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), which is
a ranking evaluation metric to rank candidate events. Besides content factor, factors like social,
geographic, and temporal ones are taken as the input features of the algorithm.
As we can see from above works, BPR is more often used in CARS, because it considers the relative
order between events in the learning processes. However, pairwise approaches have the limitation of
ignoring the global structure of ranking. The listwise approach takes ranking lists as instances in both
learning and prediction, so the global structure of ranking is maintained and the ranking evaluation
measures can be more directly incorporated into the loss functions in learning. However, the training
complexities of some listwise ranking algorithms are high, because the evaluation of their loss functions
is permutation based. Therefore, more efficient learning algorithms are needed in order to make the
listwise approach more practical.
3.2.3. Probabilistic Model
The probabilistic model is a kind of mathematical model, which is used to describe the probability
relationship among multiple random variables and it is usually expressed as a set of probability
distribution functions. The recommendation methods that are based on probabilistic model employ
statistical learning methods to learn probability distributions from sample data, and then these
probability distributions are used in order to generate the recommended items. The core of probability
generation algorithm is how to learn and obtain the parameters of probability distribution function.
Representative probabilistic models include Naive Bayes (NB), Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [56],
Hidden Markov model (HMM), LDA, Poisson Factorization [57], etc.
A simple probabilistic generative model for collaborative filtering is proposed in [58]. Let U
and I be the user set and item set, respectively. A latent topic set T is assumed to capture the users’
latent interests and the item profiles. The process of a user u ∈ U accessing an item i ∈ I is assumed,
as follows: user u selects a topic t ∈ T according to his/her probability distribution over topics, and the
topic t generates an item i according to its probability distribution over items. Assuming that users are
independent of items given the chosen topic, the joint probability distribution over u, t, and i can be
computed, as follows:
P(u, t, i) = P(u)P(t|u)P(i|t) = P(t)P(u|t)P(i|t). (10)
The joint distribution over u and i is:
P(u, i) = ∑
t∈T
P(u, t, i) = ∑
t∈T
P(t)P(u|t)P(i|t), (11)
where P(t), P(u|t)m and P(i|t) are parameters to be learned, which are denoted as Θ. Additionally,






where D is the set of observed user-item pairs.
After the parameters are learned, items can be ranked according to P(i|u), which is computed
as follows:
P(i|u) = P(u, i)/P(u) ∝ P(u, i). (13)
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For CARS in EBSNs, Yuan et al. [19] proposed a probabilistic generative model, called COM,
based on LDA to model the generative process of group activities and make recommendations for a
group of users. The authors assumed that users join a group, because of different group topics and
they select events based on the group topic or personal consideration of contextual factors, such as
content of events. When making recommendations, COM estimates the preferences of a group to
an event by weighted sum of the preferences of the group members. Figure 6 shows the graphical
model, where the observed variables are shown as shaded circles, and latent variables are shown as
unshaded circles.
Figure 6. Graphical Model of COM.
Specifically, a multinomial distribution ηg over latent topics is used to model the topic preferences
of group g. Additionally, each topic t has a multinomial distribution ϕTUt over users, which represents
the relevance of users to topic t. Additionally, each topic t also has a multinomial distribution ϕTEt over
events, which represents the relevance of events to the topic t. For each member in group g, a topic t is
drawn from the topic distribution ηg, and then a user u is sampled according to ϕTUt . To model the
intuition that a user in a group may select events either based on the group topics or his/her personal
consideration in content factors, such as the geographical distance, a switch s is used to model the
event selection process for a user. If s = 1, the event is sampled based on the topic-specific multinomial
distribution over events ϕTEt ; if s = 0, the event is sampled from the user-specific multinomial
distribution over events ϕUEu . Switch s is sampled from a user-specific Bernoulli distribution with
parameter θu. Algorithm 1 shows the process of generating the group events.
To estimate the model parameters, the goal is to maximize the likelihood of the group participation
data, which is, as follows:









P(e|u, t, s, ϕUE, ϕTE)P(ϕUE|ρ)P(ϕTE|β)dϕUEdϕTE.
(14)
A two-step Gibbs sampling algorithm is employed in order to maximize the above likelihood and
obtain the unknown parameters{θ, ϕTU , ϕUE, ϕTE}.
Du et al. [20] presented a Bayesian probability generative model, called Content-Venue-aware
Topic Model (CVTM), in order to extract groups’ venue preferences and content preferences.
They noticed that there exists high correlation between an organizer and the content of an event,
i.e., the events sharing same organizer have more similar content than the events that are held by
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distinct organizers. The correlation between organizer and textual content is modeled in CVTM to
alleviate the sparsity of textual content, where some events are described with very few words.
Algorithm 1: Probabilistic process of generating group events in COM.
for each topic t do
Draw ϕTUt ∼ Dirichlet(α);
Draw ϕTEt ∼ Dirichlet(β);
end
for each user u do
Draw ϕUEu ∼ Dirichlet(ρ);
Draw θu ∼ Beta(τ), where τ = {τ1, τ2};
end
for each group g do
Draw ηg ∼ Dirichlet(γ);
for each group member u do
Draw a topic t ∼ Multinomial(ηg);
Draw a user u ∼ Multinomial(ϕTUt );
Draw switch s ∼ Bernoulli(θu);
If s = 0
Draw e ∼ Multinomial(ϕUEu );
If s = 1
Draw e ∼ Multinomial(ϕTEt );
end
end
Ji et al. [59] proposed a topic-based probabilistic model, snamed GIST, jointly considering individual
members’ choices and subgroups’ choices for group recommendations. Purushotham et al. [60] proposed
the Collaborative Filtering-based Bayesian model to capture the location or event semantics and
group dynamics, such as user interactions, user group membership, or user influence for group
recommendations. Yin et al. [61] proposed a location-aware probabilistic generative model that considers
user home locations and event locations. Liao et al. [31] proposed a Poisson factorization model that
considers the participant influence for event recommendation. Zhang and Wang [62] proposed a Collective
Bayesian Poisson Factorization (CBPF) model for handling cold-start problem in EBSNs. In the model,
user preferences to events, social relation, and content text are separately modeled by the Bayesian Poisson
factorization. Subsequently, these preferences are further jointly connected by the CMF model. Moreover,
event textual content, organizer, and location information are utilized in order to learn the representations
of cold-start events.
The probability model makes full use of the advantages of the Bayesian theory and knowledge
reasoning, which makes the recommendation system have a good theoretical basis and high
recommendation accuracy. The disadvantages of probability model are that there are many parameters
to be learned, so that the model training is not very efficient and it cannot support real-time
recommendation on large datasets.
3.2.4. Graph-Based Model
Graph is the most natural and direct representation of EBSNs. The graph-based models construct
graphs consisted of various entities (such as users, groups, and events) and relations of entities
in EBSNs. In this section, we introduce how a context-aware recommendation can be generated
based on graph learning approaches, such as Random Walk (RW), Random Walk with Restart (RWR),
and Multivariate Markov Chain (MMC), etc.
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Liao et al. [9] proposed a two-phase group event recommendation (2PGER) model to help satisfy
the groups’ query for attending unexperienced events. Information, such as online social behaviors,
users’ event participation records, and topological structures of EBSNs, is first utilized to establish a
global trust network among users and an egotrust network for each user. Subsequently, random walks
are performed on the egotrust network for each user to acquire the user’s preferences on unexperienced
events. Finally, the RWR method is used to aggregate users’ preferences and top-N events are generated
to be recommended to the target group.
Because RWR is developed for homogeneous graphs, it cannot explicitly model the influences
between different entities in a heterogeneous graph. Therefore, MMC is developed in order to address
above problem.
Liu et al. [32] proposed an event recommendation model by using the MMC method on a hybrid
graph. Figure 7 shows the hybrid graph construction. There are five kinds of nodes in the graph:
user node u, event node e, group node g, host node h, and subject node s. Explicit relations are used to
obtain the explicit edges between two nodes. For example, if user u1 joins an online group g1, then an
undirected edge is built to link u1 and g1. Implicit relations between events are represented as the
directed dashed lines between events in the figure. Additionally, the implicit relations between events
are built according to their cosine similarity of their attribute vectors. The event attributes include
event time, event location, event cost, and event type.
Figure 7. Illustration of hybrid graph construction.
A multivariate Markov chain is used in order to transform the event recommendation task
into a problem of computing the node convergency probability. In order to obtain the convergency
probabilities, the following equations are iteratively computed:
u(t+1) = λeue(t)Peu + λgug(t)Pgu + (1− λeu − λgu)qu, (15)
e(t+1) = λueu(t)Pue + λheh
(t)Phe + λses(t)Pse + (1− λue − λhe − λse)e(t)Pee, (16)
h(t+1) = λehe
(t)Peh + (1− λeh)s(t)Psh, (17)
g(t+1) = λugu(t)Pug + (1− λug)s(t)Psg, (18)
s(t+1) = λgsg(t)Pgs + λhsh
(t)Phs + (1− λgs − λhs)e(t)Pes, (19)
where qu is the user query vector, u
(t), h(t), s(t), e(t), and g(t) are distribution probability vectors
that represent the probabilities that users, hosts, subjects, events, and groups are visited at time t,
respectively. λxy (x, y ∈ {u, e, h, s, g}) denotes the transition weight from nodes of type x to nodes of
type y. Pxy is the transition matrix that is obtained by normalizing the matrix Axy by rows, where Axy
is the adjacency matrix that represents the relations of nodes of type x and nodes of type y.
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The iteration terminates until the difference between two iteration probability vectors is smaller
than a predefined threshold. When the iteration terminates, a vector of event convergency probabilities
is obtained for u, which is denoted as scoregrahp(u, e).
When considering that the graph might ignored, the history preference of individual user to
events when the transition weights are not individually set and trained for each user, the history
preference of user u on event e is incorporated into the final score computation:
score(u, e) = scoregraph(u, e)× scorehist(u, e), e ∈ Ecand, (20)
where Ecand is the set of candidate events, scorehist(u, e) is computed by the cosine similarity between
the vector of e, and the vector of u’s history preference. Subsequently, the recommended event list is
generated based on the score(u, e) in descending order.
Pham et al. [25] also employed MMC techniques to construct a model, called HeteRS, which can
handle multiple recommendation problems in EBSNs (such as recommending groups to users, tags to
groups, and events to users). To incorporate the influence of temporal factors, a new type of nodes,
named session node, is introduced to the graph, in which there are already five types of nodes,
including users, events, groups, tags, and venues. Besides, a decay function is additionally used to
define the importance weight of an event.
The graph embedding technique has been recently proposed in order to solve the problem of high
computation and space cost. It converts a graph into a low dimensional space, in which the graph
information is preserved. Graph algorithms can be computed efficiently by representing a graph as a
set of low dimensional vectors. As one kind of classical social networks, EBSNs are usually denoted
as social graphs, which enable them to be a perfect scenario to be applied with graph embedding
technique.
Yin et al. [22] proposed a graph-based embedding model to recommend an event-partner pair
for a given user. The model collectively embeds all of the observed relations among users, events,
locations, time, and text content in a shared low-dimension space. Subsequentlys, the cold-start events
are represented as vectors that are learned from their associated contextual information captured by
event-word, event-location, and event-time bipartite graphs. Additionally, the users’ vectors that
capture users’ preferences are learned from the user-event relation graph. The success probability
of a recommended event-partner pair for a given user considers not only the target user’s preference,
but also the partner’s preference and social proximity between the target user and recommended partner.
The recommendation that is based on graph model has high flexibility and scalability, and it
can make relatively high-quality recommendations when the amount of data is insufficient.
However, random walk based approaches face a common problem that, when the graph becomes large,
the computation is expensive. Although approximation algorithms are proposed, they sacrifice the
accuracy. Utilizing graph embedding to study CAR is a new research area. Additionally, problemsm
such as how to interpret the recommendation results, how to characterize the evolution of networks,
and how to preserve the graph structure, need further exploration.
3.2.5. Deep Learning
In recent years, deep learning and representation learning techniques have attracted considerable
attention in the recommendation research community, and they are also widely applied in CARS.
By now, the related CARS models in EBSNs cover a wide range of deep learning techniques,
including the convolutional neural network (CNN), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), Autoencoders,
attention mechanism, Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM), etc. In this section, we will review
related works and analyze their advantages and short comings.
Wang et al. [21] proposed an event recommendation model, named DUMER, by combining the
CNN technique with PMF model. The architecture of the model is shown in Figure 8. DUMER first
employs CNN with word embedding to capture the textual features of events attended by users.
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Subsequently, the convoluted features are used to form the user latent factors for PMF. The PMF
approximate the attendance matrix . Additionally, the recommendation list is finally generated
according to the attendance matrix. The detailed process is as follows.
Figure 8. Architecture of DUMER.
The event recommendation problem is cast as an attendance matrix approximation problem.
Let A ∈ Rn×m stand for the attendance matrix, where n and m are the numbers of users and that of
events, respectively. The attendance matrix approximation problem can be formulated as maximizing
the posterior probability, as follows:









where Ui, Ej are the latent factors of user ui and event ej, respectively. P(Aij|UiEj, σ2) is the probability
density function of Gaussian distribution, whose mean is UiEj and variance is σ2. I is the indicator
matrix, the element of which, Iij is 1 when user ui attended event ej, otherwise 0.
A word embedding layer is firstly used to transform each event description of the user’s past
events into a word embedding matrix in order to capture the contextual information of a user’s
interested events. Additionally, all of the embedding matrices are concatenated together to form the
user’s word embedding matrix. Subsequently, CNN is utilized to characterize the preference of the
user on events. There are three layers in DUMER: the convolutional layer, the pooling layer, and the
fully-connected layer.
In the convolutional layer, multiple convolution filters are used to transform the input matrix into
multiple feature maps. Let Bi be the word embedding matrix of user ui and the convoluted feature
vector of Bi with the jth convolutional filter is as follows:
l ji = ReLU(W
j
1  Bi), (22)
where W j1 ∈ Rq×s is the jth convolutional filter (q is the window size and s is the dimension of word
embedding) and  stands for the convolution operation.
In the pooling layer, one-max-pooling operation [63] is utilized to select the largest number from





i ), . . . , max(l
k
i )], (23)
where k is the number of filters.
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In the fully connected layer, the output of the pooling layers is transformed to the user latent
factor for ui, which can be formulated, as follows:
xi = so f tmax(W2 ⊗ ri), (24)
where W2 is the weight matrix of the multi-layer perceptron. xi is the final feature vector of user ui.
All of the vectors of users are concatenated to form the feature matrix X. Additionally, then it is
taken as the user latent factor for PMF.
To better fit the attendance matrix, a Gaussian noise variable is added to the user feature matrix
X, and then the user latent matrix is:
U = X + Y, (25)
where Y is a Gaussian noise matrix, whose entries follow Gaussian distribution (whose mean is 0 and
variance is σ2u). Additionally, the event latent factor is initialized as following Gaussian distribution
whose variance is σ2e . To conduct PMF, the goal is to maximize the posterior probability, as follows:
max
U,E,W1,W2
P(U, E, W1, W2|A,Z , σ2, σ2u , σ2e ) = maxU,E,W1,W2
[P(A|U, E, σ2)P(E|σ2e )P(U|W1, W2,Z , σ2u)], (26)
where Z is the set of all event descriptions.
Wu et al. [64] proposed a three-level hierarchical Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture
in order to predict event attendance of each user, in which users’ evolving preferences are explicitly
modeled. Specifically, the users preferences are modeled from three dimensions: sequential preferences,
which are denoted as a sequence of events attended by the user; contextual preferences, which are the
spatial and temporal features of the events in above sequences; exclusive preferences, which represent
the implicit influences between events. THe above preferences are encoded by three LSTM encoder
respectively, and the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) component is utilized in order to derive the
attendance probability.
Tran et al. [33] proposed an attentive neural model for the group recommendation task. The model
first captures a user’s preference with respect to all other group members by a sub-attention module.
Subsequently, a medley of sub-attention modules is used to obtain the group’s final preferences.
Because a user’s preference may be highly influenced by the other members in the group, modeling
the interactions among group members is crucial. In this paper, the user-user interactions are modeled
based on the sub-attention networks.
Jhamb et al. [65] proposed a contextual recommendation model that is based on a denoising
autoencoder neural network. The contextual attributes such as online groups and event venues are
encoded by an attention mechanism to obtain the hidden representation of the users’ preferences.
Wang and Tang [24] proposed an embedding method, named Event2Vec, in order to
encode events in a low-dimension latent space that integrates the spatial and temporal influence.
Specifically, embedding layers and fully connected layers are utilized to learn representations for three
factors: the event, the location, and the time based on the event sequential data attended by users.
Multitask learning settings are proposed to model and predict user’s preference on three factors.
Pramanik et al. [16] presented venue recommendation system DeepVenue, which provides venue
recommendations for the Meetup event-hosts to host their events. The authors argue that an event e
can be hosted by a group g at a particular venue v successfully only if one of the following situations is
true: (a) v is similar to the venues where events similar to e have been recently hosted successfully,
(b) e is similar to the events that have been hosted at venue v successfully, and (c) g is similar to the
groups recently hosted events at v successfully. Three modules are constructed based on embedding
and LSTM techniques to compute the suitability of the candidate venue from above three perspectives.
Additionally, all of the suitability values are concatenated to pass through a dense layer to obtain the
final prediction score that indicates the possibility of venue to host event organized by the group.
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Li et al. [66] incorporated multiple RBMs and a conditional RBM to solve the cold-start problem
of group event recommendation. RBMs are used to extracts high latent group preference from user
feedback and group feedback, and the conditional RBM obtains latent event features that are based on
contextual information, such as location and organizer of events.
Deep learning techniques automatically extract features, effectively capture latent relationships,
and represent complex abstractions in higher layers. However, the hidden layers in most deep neural
networks do not possess understandable meanings. Therefore, the explainability of the deep models
needs further exploration.
3.2.6. Heuristic-Based Algorithms
One important task of EBSN recommender systems is recommending personalized event
arrangement (or planning) for each user. When recommending event arrangement, users need to
consider many factors like spatio-temporal conflicts of different events, travel expenditure, capacities of
events, etc. The event arrangement problem is usually proved to be NP-hard, and heuristic algorithms
are the widely used solutions [67]. We overview the related work, as follows.
Li et al. [68] proposed the social event organization (SEO) problem, which is to assign a set of
events for a group of users by maximizing the overall innate and social affinities. However, this work
only considers the similarity of attributes and social friendship among users, without explicitly
modeling the spatial influence between events and users. Tong et al. [69] defined a new problem
of Bottleneck-aware Social Event Arrangement (BSEA). Three factors are considered in the problem:
distances between events and users, attribute similarities between events and users, and friend
relationships among users. Given a set of events E and a set of users U , the utility that the user u ∈ U
is assigned to an event e ∈ E is measured, as follows:




) + (1− λ) · g(u, e), (27)
where λ ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter that is used to balance the two terms in the equation, lu, le represent the
geographic coordinates of user u and event e, respectively. g(u, e) represents the attribute similarity
between u and e.
Additionally, given an event e, a set of users U , and an arrangementR, the normalized utility of







where γe is the capacity of the event e.
The goal of BSEA problem is to find an arrangementR to maximize mine∈R{ fR(e)}, such that
the capacity and social friendship constraints are satisfied.
Because BSEA is proven to be NP-hard, the authors devised two greedy-based heuristic algorithms to
approximately solve the BSEA problem, i.e., Greedy and Random+Greedy. Additionally, the Random+Greedy
algorithm is verified to be faster and more effective than the Greedy algorithm in most cases in the
experiments. Algorithm 2 illustrates the procedure of the Random+Greedy algorithm. In the algorithm,
F represents a social network graph, where each vertex is a user, and any two users (vertices) are connected by
an edge if and only if they are mutual friends. θ is a predefined threshold to indicate when the procedure
should be stopped. C(ei) is an ordered list, which stores a list of users that have been visited before, and users
are stored in the order that they are visited. Any two users in C(ei) are not friends mutually. R(ei) is the
arrangement of users for event ei.
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Algorithm 2: Random+Greedy.
Input: E , U , F
Output: R
1 initializeR;
2 E ′ ← a shuffle-ordered list of E ;
3 for each ei ∈ E ′ do
4 calculate θ;
5 L ← sorted list of unassigned u ∈ U in non-ascending order of utility f (u, ei);
6 for uj ∈ L do
7 if uj has friends inR(ei) then
8 add uj toR(ei);
9 add friends of uj from C(ej)toR(ei) if not exceeding θ and γei ;
10 else if uj has friends in C(ej) then
11 add uj and its friends from C(ej) toR(ei) if not exceeding θ and γei ;
12 else
13 append uj to the tail of C(ej);





She et al. [37] defined a problem of Utility-aware Social Event-participant Planning (USEP)
considering event capacities, spatio-temporal conflict, and travel expenditure constraints in order
to maximize the overall satisfaction of event participants. The total utility score of the planning R






where µ(e, u) represents the preference of u towards event e, Eu is the schedule of arranged events in
increasing time order for user u.
The authors proved that this problem is NP-hard, and devised a greedy-based heuristic algorithm
that performs fast but has no approximation guarantee. Subsequently, they presented a two-step
approximation framework, which guarantees an approximation ratio and includes optimization
techniques to improve its space and time efficiency. In [70], they also studied a new event-participant
arrangement strategy for online EBSNs that can learn the satisfaction of users towards the arrangement
through their feedback on accepting or rejecting the events.
Cheng et al. [38] defined an extension of the Global Event Planning problem [37], called Global
Event Planning with Constraints (GEPC). GEPC not only considers the participation upper bound,
but also the participation lower bound for each event. Subsequently, a two-step framework solution
with approximate guarantees is proposed. Xin et al. [71] made improvements based on [38]
and proposed a heuristic dynamic programming strategy that can consider constraints asynchronously.
Kou et al. [72] proposed an interaction-aware global event-participant arrangement strategy that
not only considers the interests of users, but also considers the potential interactions among participants.
Li et al. [73] proposed an incremental bilateral preference stable planning problem, while taking user
preferences and the needs of event organizer into account. Liang [74] proposed the event scheduling
problem in online scenes, while considering the needs of users, events, and organizers.
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The heuristic-based approaches obtained suitable recommendation results by considering various
conditions. In addition to the above conditions, more conditions, such as the user’s free time, the category
diversity, and time balance requirements of event arrangement, could be further incorporated into the
model. In addition, the dataset crawled from EBSNs platform does not usually contain some necessary
constraint information; therefore, synthetic data need to be generated for evaluation.
3.2.7. Summary of Computing Techniques
Each technique described above has its advantages and limitations for context-aware
recommendation in EBSNs. We present a brief overview of them, as shown in Table 2.
In recent years, as compared with other techniques, DL has achieved greater success in the
area of CARS; however, it has the limitation of poor explainability, i.e., we do not fully understand
why a context plays a more important role than others and how an item is recommended out of
the other items. Therefore, an important task is to make the deep model itself explainable for the
recommendation. Additionally, heuristic based algorithms, e.g., Bio-inspired algorithms, such as
artificial Algae algorithm, bat algorithm, need to be further explored in this area.
Next, we discuss the match problem of the context representation with computing techniques
from four aspects, as follows: (1) when considering the representation of the text content contextual
factor, the natural language processing method (e.g., Glove, CBOW) is the most widely used one.
Additionally, most of the computing technologies will get a good performance by adopting this method.
However, for the graph-based embedding model, the content document of an event is presented as
a set of word nodes in a bipartite graph. Additionally, when the computing resources are available,
deep learning techniques such as CNN are a good choice for most computing techniques since they
have been proved to be effective in capturing the contextual information from event descriptions.
(2) When considering the temporal contextual factor, the weekday-hour pattern has been validated
to be able to achieve the best performance compared with other temporal patterns. This pattern
is applicable to most of the computing techniques, except GBM, in which the temporal factor is
modeled as nodes in a graph. (3) When considering the spatial contextual factor, the continuous
spatial information is usually transformed into a set of discrete regions by using clustering algorithms
such as k-means, DBSCAN. Subsequently, the distance between the user’s location and the event’s
location is computed based on these regions. Representing the spatial contextual factor as the distance
between two locations is applicable to MF, LTR, and PM for obtaining the users’ location preferences.
However, for DL, representing the locations as feature vectors is more appropriate. Additionally,
for GBM, it would be preferred to represent the regions as the region nodes in an event-location
bipartite graph. (4) When considering the social contextual factor, for MF, the influence of social
factor is modeled as the social regularization term of the objective function. Additionally, for GBM,
the influence of social factor is represented by the weight on the edge between two user nodes.
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Table 2. Overview of techniques used about CARS in EBSNs.
Techniques Advantages Limitations ApplicableSituation References
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4. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics
In this paper, we review the datasets and evaluation metrics used to measure the weakness and
strength of recommendation methods in related literature.
4.1. Datasets
There are two kinds of datasets used for the evaluation of CARS in EBSNs: real-world datasets;
synthetic datasets. The real-world datasets are usually crawled from some well-known websites.
Additionally, the synthetic datasets are created by simulating the contextual attributes, which are used
to evaluate the recommendation algorithms.
Douban Event and Meetup are two well-known websites that provide APIs for users to crawl
datasets. Douban Event is the largest online event-based social network in China, while Meetup
found in New York in USA has users and groups worldwide. We take Meetup as an example to
introduce the general use of an EBSN platform. Meetup consists of entities, like online groups,
users, and events. In Meetup, users can create online groups (e.g., “Team-Art”, “intersoccer”) to
share comments, photos, and event plans. Users can create events in online groups to attract other
users to join by specifying when, where, and what the event is. Subsequently, the event creator can
distribute the created social event to selected users or make it public. Other users may express their
intentions to attend the event by making RSVPs online. As users prefer to participate the offline
events nearby, Meetup organizes information by cities and provides users with the events which are
located in the same city to attend. That is the reason why most approaches in CARS recommend
events in the local city where users live. Additionally, large cities in the USA, like San Jose, Phoenix,
and Chicago, are often selected for investigation, since they publish large number of events every
day and users are active on the platform. Sometimes, the crawled data from websites do not contain
the required contextual information, and researchers resort to create their own synthetic datasets by
simulating the contextual attributes that they want to evaluate their algorithms on. For example,
in [37], spatio-temporal conflicts, capacities, and travel budgets are all synthetically generated.
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Existing literature in EBSNs rarely makes its CARS datasets public. Most of those synthesized
datasets are privately owned. Although there are a few works, such as [25], which have released
their datasets, the types of contextual factors in the datasets are very limited. Therefore, learning and
implementing existing algorithms for CARS has become challenging for research communities.
4.2. Evaluation Metrics
There are different evaluation approaches used to test the effectiveness of a recommendation
algorithm. Usually, they can be categorized into two categories: online evaluation and offline
evaluation. The online evaluation tests the recommendation performance in real-time with metrics,
like Click-Through-Rate (CTR) and Bounce Rate. In off-line evaluation, users are not involved and it
will be more efficient and economical to conduct the evaluation experiments on large scale datasets as
compared to online evaluation. Our results indicate that the majority of studies on CARS in EBSNs
have used off-line evaluation. Metrics in offline evaluation can be categorized into accuracy metrics
and usefulness metrics [80,81]. Accuracy metrics measure a system’s ability of predicting a user’s
ratings on items, and usefulness metrics measure the suitability of recommended results to users.
The results of this survey show that the majority of studies have used the accuracy metrics.
And the accuracy metrics can be categorized into following three categories [81]:
• Predictive accuracy metrics: they measure how close the predicted ratings are to the true ratings.
The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) are the widely
used metrics.
• Classification metrics: they measure how frequent the system can make correct or incorrect
decisions regarding whether an item is of interest to the target user. The widely used metrics
are Precision, Recall, F1-measure, Macro-F1, HitRate, Mean Average Precision (MAP), and Area
Under the ROC Curve (AUC).
• Rank accuracy metrics: they measure the ability of a recommender system to rank the truly
interested items higher in the recommendation list. The widely used metrics are Mean Reciprocal
Rank (MRR), Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), and Mean Inverse Rank (MIR).
We have also found that previous studies have used following three usefulness metrics in order
to measure the suitability of their recommendations:
• Coverage metric: it measures the proportion of events recommended to users in the test events.
• Utility metric: it defines whether the recommendation results are interested to the users in
their contexts.
• S-Pearson metric: it measures the ability of the system to recommend proper number of relevant
users to the upcoming events.
Other metrics, such as the running time and the memory consumption, are also used for CARS
in EBSNs. Table 3 shows the overview of evaluation metrics of the context-aware recommendation
in EBSNs.
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Table 3. Overview of evaluation metrics of the context-aware recommendation in EBSNs.
Category Metrics References
Accuracy metrics




















5. Applications of Context-Aware Recommendation in EBSNs
Since the definition of an EBSN was first proposed by Liu et al. in 2012 [8], context-aware
recommendation approaches have been applied in a variety of different application scenarios
in EBSNs, including event recommendation, group recommendation, event-participant planning,
participant predication, group-to-user recommendation, tag-to-group recommendation, venue-to-host
recommendation, friend recommendation, and joint event-partner recommendation. We present a
brief introduction of these applications, as follows:
• Event recommendation. It is the most widely used application scenario for context-aware
recommendation approaches in EBSNs. The goal of event recommendation is recommending
interesting or useful events for individual users. Based on users’ historical participation records
combining with various contextual factors, the techniques we have mentioned in this survey are
employed in order to obtain the preferences of users.
• Group recommendation. The goal of group recommendation is recommending a list of events
that a group of users may be interested in. The challenge of group recommendation lies in how to
aggregate different preferences of group members in order to obtain a consistent group decision
under various contexts.
• Event-participant planning. The goal of event-participant planning is to recommend a plan that
assigns users to events, such that a predefined objective function is maximized, given sets of
users and events, together with constraints like utility scores, travel budgets, and participation
upper/lower bounds. The optimal solution of the objective function is usually obtained by
heuristic algorithms.
• Participant predication. The goal of participant predication is to predict the possibility of a user
attending the given event under various contexts. Its predication result could be used to discover
potential participants for event hosts.
• Group-to-user recommendation. Users prefer to join social groups in which members share some
common interests. The goal of this recommendation task is to find social groups that a user may
be really interested to join.
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• Tag-to-group recommendation. Online groups can specify some tags to represent common interests
of group members, so this recommendation task takes groups and existing tags as input and
returns the most likely tags that the groups may use.
• Venue-to-host recommendation. It recommends a ranked list of venues for hosting a target even.
One of its challenges is how to mitigate the scarcity of venue related information in existing data.
• Friend recommendation. The friend recommendation problem is defined as ranking all candidate
users for each user. Besides the implicit friendship that is indicated by information about whether
a user follows other users, contextual factors, like the visited locations and event participation
records, are considered.
• Joint event-partner recommendation. When considering that users prefer to find partners before
attending social events, joint event-partner recommendation helps users to simultaneously find
their interested events and suitable partners. That is, the goal of event-partner recommendation is
to recommend top-N event-partner pairs to the target user, so that the user and the recommended
partners would like to attend the recommended events together.
We give an overview of above applications, as shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Overview of applications of the context-aware recommendation in EBSNs.
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6. Discussion & Future Research Directions
This paper aimed at presenting a survey of the literature of context-aware recommender systems
in EBSNs. The results of our study lead us to propose new research directions on this area, as follows:
(1) Modeling the interactional contexts. While a substantial amount of research has already been
performed, many existing approaches to CARS in EBSNs focus on the so-called "representational view"
that incorporates predefined and static contextual factors (such as temporal and spatial factors) in the
recommendation process. Therefore, interactional contexts which are assumed to be underlying and
dynamic need to be further explored. This also implies the need of developing mechanisms that can
identify contextual changes and incorporate them in the recommendation process in time.
(2) Measuring the influence of contextual factors. One of our review objectives is to identify
contextual factors that have been used in CARS. And we have classified the used contextual factors
into four main categories including text content factor, temporal factor, spatial factor, and social
factor. Existing works focus on discovering different types of contexts and on incorporating them into
the recommendation process, yet few of them pay attention to the fact that the influences of these
contextual factors on users’ preferences are different. Therefore, more efforts are needed on how to
measure these influences in order to obtain a more accurate recommendation performance.
(3) Incorporating more types of contexts. With the rapid development of wireless networks and
cloud computing service [93–95], increasing amounts of information sensing devices are deployed in
cities, communities, and natural environments to help achieve intelligent identification, monitoring,
and management. These smart sensing devices including cameras, fire/water sensors, radars,
and wearable devices, producing EB-level data every day [96], contribute to the rapid growth of
data which could be further exploited by recommender systems. However, these multisource data are
heterogeneous and varying, which makes it more challenging to describe them than traditional Web
resources, such as texts, images, or video clips. Another type of context worth mentioning is the one
related to human psychology. Human psychological or emotional states, such as happiness, anger,
and depression, are believed to be a powerful driver of a user’s daily decisions by changing his/her
judgment and choice. Therefore, during the recommendation process, more attention should be paid
on users’ psychological states.
(4) Handling the issue of privacy leakage. With the rapid advancements in communication
social networks, new technologies and applications bring new security and privacy issues [97,98].
CARS provide users with great convenience by helping users quickly find their interested groups,
events, and friends in the social network. However, at the same time, since the efficient
recommendation needs to acquire a large amount of contextual information, including users’ personal
information, such as demographic information, user social relations, etc., users are threatened by the
privacy leakage. Therefore, more efforts are needed in order to protect the users’ private information
while preserving the quality of the recommendations.
(5) Discovering the correlation and mutual influence among contextual factors. There may be
correlation and mutual influence among various contextual factors. For example, a rainy day can
influence the mood of a user to be depressed and gloomy. Subsequently, (s)he may look for sad
music for listening. For another example, temporal factor may influence the semantic of the location.
An urban park in the evening may have the topic of “language and culture”, because, at that time,
the park usually holds events like English Salon, while in the morning the park may have the topic
of “sports and fitness”. However, most existing studies pay less attention to these correlations and
influences, which will in turn influences the accuracy of the prediction of users’ preferences. Therefore,
more works need to be conducted in this area in the future.
(6) Improving the explainability. Existing works mostly focused on developing complex models
to find the most relevant results as efficiently and effectively as possible, and they have achieved
important success in promoting the performance of recommendation. However, the explainability of
the recommendation models was largely neglected. The lack of explainability for recommendation
systems and algorithms, especially those based on deep neural models, makes the users unaware of
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why such items are recommended. As a result, the system may not be able to persuade the users
to accept the recommended results successfully, which, in turn, decreases the trust of the system.
Therefore, research efforts are needed regarding how to make the model itself more explainable and
jointly leverage various contextual factors for explainable recommendation.
7. Conclusions
This paper presents a literature review on the recommendation process and methods about
CARS in EBSNs since the definition of EBSN was first formally given in 2012. Our goal is to help the
researchers to understand how the contextual information is incorporated into the recommendation
process in order to enhance the recommendation performance. We have identified many contextual
factors utilized, among which the text content, temporal, spatial, and social factors are the four
main factors to be considered. We also summarized techniques used and categorized them into six
categories: MF, LTR, PM, GBM, DL, and HBA. When compared with other techniques, the DL method
has gained more attention since its successful application in other fields, like image and natural
language processing in recent years. As for the datasets used for the evaluation of recommendation
algorithms, we found that the most widely used datasets are created by crawling from two well-known
websites, i.e., Meetup and Douban Event. Although a few datasets have been released, like the one
in [25], the contextual information in it is limited. Therefore, more efforts need to be paid on building
public datasets that are specific to CARS. The widely used evaluation method for recommendation
algorithms is conducted though off-line evaluation. Among the evaluation metrics, Precision and Recall
are the most used ones. We also found that context-aware recommendation approaches have been
applied in a variety of application scenarios, including event recommendation, group recommendation,
and event-participant planning, etc. Finally, we tried to give insight into some of the future research
directions in this research area.
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